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 A critical study of John McPhee's Rising from the Pfains in the context of recent debates about the status of

 regional studies in a postmodern culture, this essay asks what it means to be authentically Western in a late-

 twentieth-century culture comprising simulacra.

 Textual Authenticity and the

 Contemporary West: John McPhee's

 Rising from the Plains

 KENNETH MILLARD

 In Vanishing Grit a , recent argued Frontier," interview that True Larry Grit about McMurtry, was the not American really asked a western, about West entitled the on Coen the grounds "Last Brothers Posts that film "It's from True set a
 Vanishing Frontier," Larry McMurtry, asked about the Coen Brothers film True

 Grit , argued that True Grit was not really a western, on the grounds that "It's set

 in Arkansas. Arkansas is in the south" (9). Coincidentally perhaps, McMurtry 's

 scrupulous concern for regional specificity and the sovereign importance of geo-

 graphical location is a significant interest of Charles Portisi original novel True Grit.

 In the novel, the coming-of-age of Mattie Ross is coterminous with the coming-of-

 age of the nation, and that is partly characterized by the passing of the frontier. Mattie

 tells us that a simple country store that she visits on her journey through the territory

 "is now part of the modern little city of McAlester, Oklahoma" (154). The historical

 retrospective of True Grit looks back to a time before all borders and boundaries were

 set, but even in the late nineteenth century a sense of place could be misleading:

 Mattie vanquishes the auctioneer Stonehill, and he complains about Fort Smith,

 Arkansas: "I should never have come here. They told me this town was to be the
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 Pittsburgh of the Southwest" (33); and later, "I was told this city was to be the Chicago

 of the Southwest" (77). Pittsburgh, Chicago: the transplanting of these cities to

 Arkansas is further evidence of the potential duplicity of a sense of place; this anxiety

 is endemic to True Grit, a novel with a particular interest in shifting lines of demar-

 cation, whether they are geographical, historical, or ethical.

 In fact, a sense of foundational "place" has always been shifting in the American

 West, and such changes raise important questions about the current theoretical posi-

 tions of Western studies. What degree of ethical responsibility do writers and critics

 have to put proper things in their proper places, and how confident can we be, in a

 postmodern culture, about what proper places are? In a book significantly entitled All

 Over The Map , Edward Ayers argues that "from its very beginning, people have

 believed that the South, defined against an earlier South that was somehow more

 authentic, more real, more unified and distinct, was not only disappearing but declin-

 ing" (69). Robert Brinkmeyer in Remapping Southern Literature argues that James

 Dickey's famously Appalachian novel Deliverance should not be understood princi-

 pally as Southern because "though Dickey's novel is obviously not a western in terms

 of its setting, its fundamental plot patterns and thematic concerns make it a classic

 narrative of the frontier" (34). Similarly, Lee Clark Mitchell credits Nabokov's Lolita

 with "one of the most brilliant evocations of the West in the past half-century" (qtd.

 in Kollin 109), even though Nabokov was not American, let alone a Westerner. An

 important issue here is whether westerns have to take place in the West, or whether

 the literary genre has aesthetic conventions that can be transplanted to the South, or

 beyond. Does such transplantation fundamentally remove the genre from its founda-

 tional region, and can there be anything truly authentic about our conception of the
 West once it is so deracinated?

 Such questions have characterized much recent thinking about what has come to

 be known as "post-regionalism" in a global economy where the locally authentic is

 sometimes deeply informed by cultural processes that are in fact wholly counterfeit,

 in a process sometimes termed "glocalization" (a designation that is integral to the

 analyses of global cultures conducted by critics such as Robbie Robertson, Benjamin

 Barber, and Arjun Appadurai). By these arguments, the "real" West is composed partly

 of images and narratives that we might know to be phony or ersatz, but which con-

 tribute to our sense of its putative authenticity nevertheless. This troubling issue of

 the metaphysics of authenticity has important consequences for understanding the

 West as a local region and a national mythology.

 The question of regional authenticity has attracted a great deal of critical atten-

 tion in recent years. Not only in Handley and Lewis's True West: Authenticity and the
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 American Westy in Nathaniel Lewis's Unsettling the Literary West: Authenticity and

 Authorship, and Lee Mitchell's chapter "What's Authentic About Western Literature?

 And, more to the Point, What's Literary?," but also in studies such as Scott Romine's

 The Real South and in Martyn Bone's The Post-Southern Sense of Place in
 Contemporary Fiction. These works might be understood as part of an enquiry into

 the viability of the very idea of regional authenticity in a globalized economy where

 the local and authentic are themselves constituted by cultural processes which are the

 very antithesis of "authentic," at least in the ways that it used to be commonly under-

 stood. For the editors of True West , this produces rhetorics of authenticity which are

 tacitly deployed for their various forms of "legitimating power" (Handley and Lewis

 1), and for Lewis "Western literature is frequently, perhaps fundamentally, about

 authenticity" (7, emph. Lewis's), even though the West often "remains a region some-

 how beyond representation" (8) and the discourse of authenticity is sometimes

 merely little more than "a quixotic rhetorical strategy" (9). As Lewis's exemplary guide

 demonstrates, authenticity has traditionally been used to underwrite the efficacy of

 Western regional studies in ways that are now being questioned.

 Further, such examinations of the viability and value of regionalism were part of

 a broader late-twentieth-century investigation of authenticity, seen in works such as

 Charles Taylor's The Ethics of Authenticity and Hillel Schwartz's The Culture of the

 Copy that showed authenticity's considerable frailty as a useful critical term in a post-

 industrial economy of signs. Fredric Jameson argued unequivocally in 1993 that

 "regionalism is ineffectual against late capitalism, which makes it difficult to decide

 whether it is authentic any longer (and indeed whether that term still means any-

 thing) [. . .] since now the 'regional' as such becomes the business of global American

 Disneyland-related corporations" (204). It is easy to sympathize with these ideas

 when we look closely at the power of images and seductively contrived narratives

 in contemporary media-driven culture, where understandings of the real are pre-

 determined by exposure to simulacra, even while we suspect them to be counterfeit.

 In 1991 Henry Louis Gates argued that "authenticity remains essential: once you can

 fake that, you've got it made" (30). Late-twentieth-century American culture seemed

 to make faking it so plausible and compelling that the very idea of authenticity came

 under extreme pressure from critics adept at demonstrating persuasively how the

 seemingly authentic is merely a function of various forms of aesthetic practice by

 which the very concept of authenticity is constituted.

 Krista Comer has pointed out that the study of Western regional literature was

 founded on the construction of a "centering identity" that was defined by its opposi-

 tion to Eastern cultural authority (161). But the subsequent proliferation of identities
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 in the contemporary period, and a critical discourse that has overturned traditional

 conceptions of subjectivity and representation, has posed a major challenge to

 regional identity-based cultures and practices. The concern with authenticity is

 closely associated with this challenge: "Can a critical field that began by way of an

 oppositional identity and an ethics of place retain that ethics as one important geneal-

 ogy while evolving beyond it?" (160). Any such "ethics of place," or guarantor of

 regional authenticity, is challenged by post-regional studies that take its methodolog-

 ical tools from a variety of heterogeneous sources: the global economy, forms of

 media representation, feminist theory, paradigms of space and migration, a new focus

 on ethnicity, and post-structuralist examinations of signifying practices. Taken

 together, such a methodological synthesis has a tendency to "explode" the contempo-

 rary West (in the language of Sara Spurgeon's 2005 book Exploding the Western)y and

 thus make it more plural, diverse, dynamic, heterogeneous, multi- vocal, even, in this

 very synthesis, more "authentic," at least in the sense of being true to a new(er) sense

 of how the West can be understood. In the face of these forms of radical expansion,

 can a concept of Western authenticity be maintained even vestigially, and how impor-

 tant is it to helping sustain the legitimacy of Western studies as a field?

 John how McPhee's these issues Rising play from out. the As Plains a work is of an non-fiction, excellent text it through addresses which directly to examine William how these issues play out. As a work of non-fiction, it addresses directly William

 Handley's arguments concerning the claims of representation versus the claims of

 "reality" in Western literature. Handley argues that we must "learn how to inhabit the

 ground between them, which is always the only ground we have" (230). Rising from

 the Plains inhabits this ground in some very provocative ways; it is a work of creative

 non-fiction that reveals the legacy of New Journalism in its subtìe shifts of style. In his

 study of the genre, John Hollowell argued that it was an attempt "to elevate reportage

 to an art form" (25), and more recent attempts to define creative non-fiction have

 characterized it as "factually accurate, but written in a way to make it read like fiction"

 (Gutkind xi). In her book The Art of Fact, Barbara Lounsberry describes this style as

 having literary qualities that distinguish it from "the often artless and droning expos-

 itory prose" that characterizes most non-fiction (xi). Rising from the Plains should be

 recognized as having certain investments in fiction that tend to problematize generic

 boundaries that many readers take for granted. It is one of a tetralogy of works about

 geology for which McPhee won the Pulitzer Prize in 1999, when the books were pub-

 lished together as Annals of the Former World. Although the three other books also

 concern geology ( Basin and Range; In Suspect Terrain ; Assembling California ), Rising

 from the Plains is especially notable for its heightened interest in the mythologies of
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 Western fiction. Of course the Eastern regions of the U.S. have a geological history,

 but "the West is where the rocks are" ( Basin 14) and the West is also where the best

 stories are. The sublime landscapes of the West combine with its literary heritage in

 ways that permit McPhee to indulge his imagination in unique ways. Simultaneously,

 however, Rising from the Plains includes a map of Wyoming that shows each of its

 topographical regions, as if to act as a guarantor of its authenticity: what could be

 more authentic, it seems to claim, than the state's bedrock geology? What is the rela-

 tionship between fiction and non-fiction in an American West where these have often

 been artfully synthesized?

 Rising from the Plains is also a work that prosecutes an extended analogy between

 the shifting and uncertain stability of the Western landscape and the mutability of the

 languages that might be used to fix it linguistically. Where tectonic plates have slipped

 and overlapped, collided and synthesized, the stylistic registers of the West have a

 similar secret history. Like the land, the language: both have piled up over the years

 and now wait to be uncovered and re-interpreted in the contemporary moment. The

 land, like the language, is a rich vein to be mined, a history to be re-read, a mythology

 to be freshly articulated in the late twentieth century. Where McPhee's guide, David

 Love, is a reader of the Wyoming landscape, McPhee is a reader of its languages: both

 are ancient, plural, volatile, and sublime. McPhee must learn the vocabulary and nar-

 rative grammar of the land, a process of language acquisition that is as challenging

 and exciting as the topography itself. It is an educative process that McPhee embraces

 with tremendous creative passion and intelligence, and which Rising from the Plains

 dramatizes with enormous stylistic exuberance. As regards the importance of the

 authentically regional here, Clyde Milner argued that "the best sustained understand-

 ing of western selfhood will start at bedrock, in a local context" (222), but McPhee's

 intertextual engagements show how our understanding is informed by a knowledge
 of wider cultural discourses far removed from the local.

 For example, David Love, the "grand old man of Rocky Mountain geology" (5),

 is the veteran expert who accompanies McPhee and interprets for him the scientific

 data beneath their feet. Rising from the Plains is a Wyoming road-trip excursion in

 which McPhee learns the ancient history of the land. But there is also a vitally impor-

 tant textual partner on this journey across Wyoming, in the form of David Love's

 mother Ethel Waxham, whose unpublished journal McPhee quotes from liberally as

 a counterpoint to his own Western initiation. Here we can see not only the textual

 traces of Ms. Waxham, whose journal becomes a vital personal stratum in the com-

 position of McPhee's text, but also the textual trace of Owen Wister's The Virginian.

 Both Wister and McPhee's narratives are structured by a three-way relationship
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 between the naïve narrator (who acts as a surrogate for the reader), the central male

 hero who belongs to this (specifically Wyoming) land, and a woman (Ethel Waxham,

 Molly Wood) who acts as a vital educative text, bringing the civilizing benefits of cre-

 ative writing to this remote nineteenth-century frontier outpost. The authentic his-

 tory of David Love's family, supported by evidence from the text of his pioneering

 mother, is understood by McPhee pardy in terms of the narrative structure of The

 Virginian , a classic work of Wyoming fiction.

 The Virginian begins with the arrival of the wide-eyed narrator in Wyoming, and

 his first encounter with the eponymous hero has a conspicuous focus on his body:

 "Lounging there at ease against the wall was a slim young giant, more beautiful than

 pictures. His broad, soft hat was pushed back; a loose-knotted, dull-scarlet handker-

 chief sagged from his throat, and one casual thumb was hooked in the cartridge belt

 that slanted across his hips [. . .] no dinginess of travel or shabbiness of attire could

 tarnish the splendour that radiated from his youth and strength" (12-13). McPhee is

 similarly captivated from the outset by the image that David Love presents: "He wore

 old grey boots with broken laces, brown canvas trousers, and a jacket made of horse-

 hide. Between his hips was a brass belt buckle of the sort that suggests a conveyor

 [. . .] on his head was a two-gallon Stetson, with a braided horse-hair band" (5). Molly

 Wood's great-aunt back east sees a photograph of the Virginian and comments, "My

 dear, you have fallen in love with his clothes" (172), and something similar might be

 said of McPhee's narrator. Of course, it is an infatuation with image, appropriate to

 establishing the romantic credentials of each text's hero "in all his cow-boy trappings"

 (171), but in both cases the iconic image is presented as authentically Western. In this

 way, the reader is presented with the drama of the Eastern narrator's encounter with

 a Western archetype, and that counterpoint works to make the image seem authentic.

 McPhee's non-fiction is deeply informed by the structures of Wyoming fiction in

 ways that problematize the distinction between fact and fiction and challenge our

 perception of how authenticity is constituted in the first place. Simultaneously,

 Waxham's voice becomes a vital textual component of McPhee's composition, coun-

 terpointing his own journey across Wyoming with selected quotations from hers. This

 narrative strategy gives McPhee's text another voice, not only an importantly histori-

 cal one, but also the voice of a woman. Thus the discourse of McPhee's text competes

 with Waxham's for a sense of authentic Westerness, even while her voice is subsumed

 by his, and this creates some provocative tensions, not only for how we interpret

 McPhee, but also for how we might understand the concept of Western authenticity.

 McPhee's use of Waxham works on two levels: using her voice as a constitutive

 dimension of his own, and in so doing establishing a structure of narrative remark-
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 ably similar to Wyoming's most canonized novel. Norma Tilden has commented on

 the importance of gender politics to this process: "Such appropriation of a woman's

 story by a male writer replicates an old pattern: the quiet incorporation of female

 experience into a master reading of the land and its bounty" (34). This is especially

 important because one of the founding fathers of modern Western fiction, Wallace

 Stegner, has been charged with a similar appropriation. Stegner's canonical Angle of

 Repose famously employed the unpublished memoirs and letters of Mary Foote as a

 significant constitutive aspect of his Pulitzer Prize-winning novel. This particular

 appropriation still causes some consternation in Western studies because Stegner is

 such an important figure to Western fiction, and because so much Western fiction is

 characterized by an apparently unimpeachable faith in masculinity. Whatever the

 micro-politics of this particular incident, "Stegner did not find in Foote a sufficiently

 important person for him to feel nervous enough not to borrow wholesale from her

 life and writings [. . .] Would Stegner have used the materials of a male predecessor

 with the same disregard?" (167, emph. Comer's). The rhetorical question, of course,

 contains its own answer: McPhee's use of Waxham tacitly endorses this Western mas-

 culinist discourse; her journal is dropped almost exactly halfway through Rising from

 the Plains , as if she has served her purpose at precisely the moment that she intro-
 duces her son David to the narrative.

 In this respect, the final occasion on which McPhee quotes Ethel Waxham is espe-

 cially significant: "David picked up a small, rough chunk of soft grey shale, blasted out

 of the depths of the well. He saw in it tiny marine fossils and fragile, lustrous pieces of

 mother of pearl, the size of his fingernail, that had once held the bodies of living clams;

 they came from more than half a mile underground; they lived before the time of men

 on the earth; they had been buried, how many ages, since they moved about that

 unseen shore" ( 109). This remarkable moment in Waxham's journal (seeming to antic-

 ipate the image of T.S. Eliot's "Prufrock": "a pair of ragged claws / Scuttling across the

 floors of silent seas" [7]) has an imaginative and lyrical quality which could easily be

 McPhee's own voice, so closely does it anticipate the style that he aspires to in his book.

 Simultaneously, Waxham refers to her son for the first time here, and so McPhee's con-

 temporary companion David Love is introduced by his own mother at the point where

 Waxham's style most closely approximates McPhee's. Now, McPhee's own voice has

 established sufficient authority and autonomy of its own. It is a textual performance in

 which fiction, non-fiction, history, and mythologizing are (almost) indistinguishable,

 and where any concept of authenticity comes under enormous pressure.

 It is right to prioritize Waxham's journal as one of McPhee's textual antecedents

 because of the ethical implications for the politics of the post-West. But Waxham's is
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 only the most conspicuous textual voice that haunts Rising from the Plains. Here, for

 example, is one of McPhees earlier quotations from Waxham's journal: "He was put-

 ting up a ridgepole when the wind was blowing. He looked up and saw the chipmunks

 blowing over his head. By and by, along came some sheep, dead. At last one was fly-

 ing over who was not quite gone. He turned around and said, 'Baa' - and then he was

 in Montana" (65). Here McPhee quotes Waxham, who is herself quoting the estab-

 lished Western genre of the tall tale; Waxham's is a smart and knowledgeable creative

 deployment of the conventions of that style, and it shows how she has absorbed

 Western regional discourse into the local effects of her personal journal. It is a

 remarkable development from the direct factual statements that characterized her

 arrival in Wyoming, and it is precisely the form of language acquisition, of moving to

 an insider discourse of this Western place, that McPhee hopes to accomplish in his

 own Western rites of passage. It is a demonstration of something authentically

 Western, but it is worth noting that what is "authentically Western" here is primarily

 an aesthetic style.

 McPhee one that recognizes confounds that to us the with layperson its outrageous geology is proportions, itself a remarkable its challenges narrative, to one that confounds us with its outrageous proportions, its challenges to

 credulity, its esoteric diction, and its sublime narratives. In his critical study of the tall

 tale (a Western genre devoted to narratives that challenge the auditor's credulity),

 Henry Wonham argued that "the magnificence of the land itself inspired a tendency

 toward what Tocqueville called 'gigantism* in the American imagination" (20).

 Stephen Fender concurs: "Western humor is, in other words, a mode built on con-

 trasts [. . .] Nothing was to scale" (140). McPhee has his own apposite reference in this

 respect, quoting the Shoshone Pathfinder. "It is in excess of the imagination to con-

 template the vastness of this tremendous supply of fuel or what could ever transpire

 to exhaust it" ( Rising 41). Learning this style, this tradition, and its language, McPhee

 becomes increasingly confident in his ability to pass off remarkable non-fiction nar-

 ratives with the aplomb of an initiate, and thereby write something authentically
 Western of his own.

 If this is the style McPhee hopes to emulate in the aesthetic performance that

 becomes Rising from the Plains , then the politics of origins might suggest that

 Waxham is the definitive source. But beyond Waxham lies Mark Twain, and beyond

 Twain are James Hall and Timothy Flint and other Western humourists from whom

 Twain learned his own style (Fender 31, 34). Waxham is not the definitive point of

 origin; like all points of origin, it has its own antecedent cultural circumstances, and

 those circumstances help to historicize Waxham's journal as itself indebted to partie-
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 ular antecedent aesthetic styles that are worth paying attention to here, especially

 because Rising from the Plains is so intensely preoccupied with the processes of its

 own textual composition. In this respect, McPhee is indebted to an earlier Western

 text with a particular interest in rocks, Twain's Roughing It. Twain's book is character-

 ized by a great deal of creative energy and wit, derived from the adventure of chal-

 lenging new experiences where the rites of passage of the Western journey are

 matched by a search for a new language by which to express them, and by which to be

 faithful to their radical forms of difference. The aesthetic practices of Roughing It are

 therefore strongly informed by an ethics of place; in Twain's book, the Eastern green-

 horn's journey is conditioned by the acquisition of an insider discourse unique to

 these Western locations. Simultaneously, Roughing It carries out a sophisticated dis-

 quisition on authenticity and credulity, as if to ask: what is the truly authentic lan-

 guage of this place, and how can its unique properties be articulated convincingly in

 ways that make it wholly compelling as authentically Western?

 Twain's performance in Roughing It is therefore deeply self-conscious; the struc-

 ture of initiation (in which the narrator tells tales of fabled mythology that he has

 learned from his exposure to quintessentially Western experience) is stretched and

 subverted. This challenges the limits of what can be known as authentically Western,

 and it tests the ability of a specific language and discourse to fix it. In the relationship

 between authenticity and aesthetics, Roughing It shows how the properly authentic is

 largely a function of certain creative practices, aesthetic styles, and narrative language.

 So, for example, the Abridged Dictionary in the companions' luggage is symbolically

 discarded at Carson City, Nevada, because its lexicon is insufficient to meet the

 demands of the new territory in which an authentic regional vernacular articulates

 experiences that standard American English cannot.

 Part of the quest of Roughing It is the search for the mother lode and attendant

 dreams of instant riches. In this respect, the tension between a distinctive region that

 has claims to a unique and authentic identity and a national culture that disputes such

 an ethics of place is seen especially in the operation of the market economy. In Chapter

 30, for example, Twain learns "the real secret of success in silver mining," which is not

 to work in the mine himself "but to sell the ledges to the dull slave of toil and let them

 do the mining" (231, emph. Twain's). This separation of the authentic product of the

 mine from the commodification of signs about the mine makes a valuable commod-

 ity of signifiers that can circulate to great commercial effect, and certainly more fluidly

 than tons of rock. As Richard Lowry points out, written ledges "magically become an

 authentic currency" (72) and success consists not of the discovery of real material

 value "but on one's ability to negotiate a world of signs" (73). It is interesting that
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 Lowry uses the word authentic here to characterize something that has split decisively

 from its putative origin; the concept of authenticity has undergone a crucial shift.

 This discovery has important consequences for Twain's understanding of Western

 regional authenticity because it shows how signs about the real have a currency more

 valuable than the real itself. Or, as Peter Messent expresses it, "Western difference can

 only remain an eccentric or marginal exception to dominant national business prac-

 tice, and cannot be described outside its parameters" (62). Regional authenticity, in the

 form of real silver and gold, is substituted by written claims that have greater value as

 circulating signs in the national economy of capitalism. Here is the slippage between

 the real, and signs about the real that function independently of it.

 For Roughing It this economic discovery has significant aesthetic consequences.

 Twain's book is thoroughly and obsessively preoccupied with the forms of its own textual

 composition as a sign of the authentic West. It is one that understands itself to be only a

 sign, but which recognizes that the successful performance of such signs has its own spe-

 cial value in the national economy. The important thing is to "print your stock" because

 this is part of an awareness that "the region is already no separate space" (Messent 58).

 The efforts to print stock in Roughing It result for David Sewell in a Bakhtinian "het-

 eroglossia" (7), for Messent in a Derridean "bricolage" (64), and for Lowry in a demon-

 stration of Baudrillards "practique" (67). Yet despite the intensity of the self-conscious

 textual performances of Roughing It, a vestige of the authentic remains because, para-

 doxically, its authenticity consists of the creative performances of its constitution; it is in

 the very processes of aesthetic production that its putative authenticity lies.

 This national apparent culture contradiction is seen throughout between an Rising ethic from of Western the Plains regional š McPhee authenticity joins Love and in national culture is seen throughout Rising from the Plains š McPhee joins Love in

 bemoaning the fact that "regional field offices have been consolidated in large federal

 centers [and] Love has become vestigial in the structure of the Survey" (124). At the

 same time, however, such consolidation has led to technological advances that cannot

 be dismissed as "inauthentic," and besides (as McPhee's nostalgic tone is forced to

 concede) the US Geological Survey "evaluates the nation's terrain for academic pur-

 poses, there being no good way to comprehend any one aspect of geology without

 studying the wider matrix in which it rests" ( 125). A sense of the national picture con-

 tributes significantly to recognition of the importance of local phenomena; the

 authentic value of the regional is partly derived from its relation to a national dis-

 course that might be removed from it but which nevertheless underwrites it. The

 importance of "the wider matrix" is that it gives meaning and value at a national level

 to local phenomena that might otherwise seem insignificant.
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 Neil Campbell argues that contemporary understandings of the West are

 "formed by a network of discourses perpetually constituted and reconstituted not

 only regionally or nationally but also internationally and transnational^" (57) and

 this profoundly dynamic process means that McPhee travels through Wyoming

 knowing that it is a region already mythologized, and counter-mythologized, by a his-

 tory of Western writing. The West is already the stuff of legend, where hyperbole is

 sometimes appropriate and where fact and fiction are long since indistinguishable. It

 is impossible for McPhee to write about geology here without becoming entangled in

 this Western textual history. Like Twain before him, McPhee is deeply conscious of

 this; the editorial manipulation of his text reflects its author's creative engagement

 both with Wisters narrative strategies and Twain's stylistic exuberance. McPhee's

 non-fiction is deeply self-conscious about this project, about its own linguistic forms,

 clichés, possibilities, and limits. Everywhere in Rising from the Plains , the narrator

 pauses to question the abilities of language to meet the unique challenge of repre-

 senting Western authenticity, and his story becomes very self-reflexive in its acknowl-

 edgement of its own belated historical position. Often its focus on geology is

 secondary to its preoccupation with its own linguistic styles because McPhee under-

 stands that it is only through the special qualities of style that he can make geology

 seem both real and meaningful.

 These styles are lively, inventive, and full of an optimistic commitment to the new

 experiences of Wyoming. McPhee describes visiting the West with Love as like "walk-

 ing up and down outside a theatre in the company of David Garrick" (10), an image

 of performance that is appropriate to the book's own aesthetic aspirations. Although

 McPhee repeats to himself Love's warning "be careful not to exaggerate," the style of

 his engagement with geology is often calculated to confound the reader's ability to

 distinguish exaggeration from simple fact: "When Bermuda was under Wyoming, in

 Neocomian time, the Rockies did not exist, but the magmas of the Idaho batholith

 had recently come in, a short distance up the track. When Bermuda was under the

 state of Washington, the state of Washington was blue ocean. If the track is followed

 back to two hundred million years, Bermuda seems to have been under Yakutat,

 Alaska. Hearing most of this for the first time at a colloquium in Princeton, a gradu-

 ate student said, 'This is like playing chess without the rules'" (176). Here the narra-

 tor's succinct explication calls attention to the scope of geology's astounding

 narratives. The student's simile is a memorable image by which to render accessible

 and tangible a phenomenon that might defy the reader's ability to grasp it. The reader

 too is hearing "most of this for the first time," and so McPhee shows a tactful appre-

 ciation of his audience's position. The dramatization of an audience's response gives
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 McPhee's text a double or "meta" aspect here; there is a removal from the authentic

 toward a staged performance of it. Authenticity becomes (simply) a performance, a

 display of the desire to participate effectively in accomplished aesthetic production.
 This desire animates the whole book.

 Rising from the Plains is full of this kind of linguistic and narrative dexterity,

 making poetry from geology by conjuring its esoteric terms and combining them

 with flashes of creative wit in ways that Twain would have appreciated. This style

 transforms non-fiction into something compelling and memorable. McPhee

 describes a pump jack in a field "sucking up oil from deep Cretaceous sand, bobbing

 solemnly at its task - a giant grasshopper absorbed at its devotions" (45); he charac-

 terizes tumbleweed on the highway "like gymfuls of bouncing basketballs dribbled by

 the dextrous wind" (74); he describes the hounds of the Old West in these terms: "The

 dogs seemed to relish killing rattlesnakes as well, shaking the life out of them until the

 festive serpents hung from the hounds' jaws like fettuccine>> (90). Many of the book's

 similes are vivid, comic, and arresting correspondences; they make creative associa-

 tions and juxtapositions that bring to life their subjects, sometimes by employing pre-

 cisely the wry tall-tale genre that Twain knew so well. For example: "There were trout

 in the streams as big as Virginia hams" (132); oil shale in a bucket "looked and smelled

 like the contents of a long emptied spittoon' (194); a geyser in Wyoming's Yellowstone

 National Park was expected to "burst in timely fashion from its fissures, like a cuckoo

 clock made of water and steam" (198-99). There is a gigantic excavating machine near

 Cheyenne, "so big it had to be assembled on the site," which runs by electricity of such

 proportions that, out of the back of it, runs an enormous black cable "like the tail of a

 four-thousand-ton rat" (184). The monstrous dimensions and extraordinary propor-

 tions of this whole enterprise, with their challenges to credulity, fascinate McPhee. He

 delights in presenting to us in dramatic ways anything that is unimaginable, and he rel-

 ishes the opportunity to describe outlandish phenomena, such as radioactive mice, so

 full of radium that if placed on photographic paper they could take their own pictures

 (199). Such figurative language calls attention to itself by virtue of its own artfulness;

 this language brings the subject to life by the pleasures of its skilful contrivance, and

 the subject's authenticity is indistinguishable from the styles that express it.

 There is no doubt that geology lends itself to stories and images that are full of

 sublime and fantastic potential, and to some extent McPhee is the inheritor of a his-

 tory of science-based writing about the landscapes of the American West. Geologists

 and explorers such as Clarence King, John Wesley Powell, and Clarence Dutton wrote

 popular and successful works giving detailed factual accounts of remote areas. Dutton

 in particular had a talent for vivid characterization of the landscape, while Powell
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 confessed his inability to do it proper justice and wrote in the preface to Canyons of

 the Colorado: "Realizing the difficulty of painting in word colors a land so strange, so

 wonderful, and so vast in its features, in the weakness of my descriptive powers I have

 sought refuge in graphic illustration" (iv). The narrator of Rising from the Plains, how-

 ever, is absorbed by gigantism of all kinds because it is a challenge both to the imagi-

 nation and to his linguistic resources. Simultaneously, he is aware that there is a

 Western tradition of this aesthetic style, and often he indulges a self-consciousness

 about his creative engagement with it. Here, for example, is an elucidation of "hot

 spots": "Almost everyone who describes hot spots is tempted to reverse reality and go

 for illusion at the expense of fact - that is to narrate the apparent travels of hot spots

 as if they were in motion leaving trails like shooting stars, instead of telling the actual

 story of slow crustal drift over the fixed positions of thermal plumes. Myself included.

 With words, it is much easier to move a hot spot than it is to move a continent" (167).

 McPhee's concern here is with narrative strategy and a kind of aesthetic performance.

 Hot spots are best explained in terms of a linguistic illusion rather than in terms of

 "fact" that might, by its very extravagance, simply escape intellectual apprehension.

 That rhetorical gesture, "myself included," acknowledges the narrator's complicity

 with "almost everyone" who has written about this before. The challenge of how this

 has been expressed in the past animates the narrator's imagination as he struggles to

 compose his own text on these subjects with some degree of creative originality.

 McPhee's creative interpretation of the Western tall tale is integral to the authenticity

 of this performance. In his use of this established Western genre, McPhee creates a

 vertiginous intertextual space that poses serious epistemological questions about

 what is authentic and what is textual, and suggests that contemporary authenticity

 resides exclusively in the successful aesthetic performance. In these ways, as Barbara

 Stevens argues, "the shifting and mobile geologic landscape that McPhee explores and

 elucidates is strikingly analogous to the shifting contours and complex terrain of con-

 temporary cultural theory" (227).

 This geographical essay began provenance with a quotation of Portis's from True Larry Grit. McMurtry McPhee in is similarly which he interested disputes the in geographical provenance of Portis's True Grit. McPhee is similarly interested in

 questions of regional authenticity, and Rising from the Plains dramatizes a keen degree

 of self-consciousness about situating itself both regionally and textually. For example,

 McPhee quotes the first sentence of Jack Schaefer's Shane (a classic Western set in

 Wyoming) and he comments on its specific location: "The geography is vague but

 Schaefer evidently had in mind a place beside the Bighorn Mountains." When

 Hollywood appropriated the story, however, "and prepared to spread it from Cheyenne
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 to Bombay," Shane was mysteriously transposed to the region of the Tetons because,

 quite simply, "Hollywood cannot resist the Tetons" (128). Here is a good example of

 that challenging slippage between the specifically regional and the global image of

 that region which has undergone transformation in the service of mythology; the

 image is deracinated and transposed in a global culture of images that has less regard

 than Schaefer did for local authenticity. Remember, however, that McPhee concedes

 that "the geography was vague" even in Schaefer's original novel, which is itself partly

 a fictionalized account of the Johnson County Wars. Again, our conception of a puta-

 tive original or authentic "place" is a condition of how that place is represented.

 The final scene of Rising from the Plains similarly dramatizes the acts of reading

 and interpretation: McPhee wanders from room to room in the abandoned ranch

 house, quoting from random newsprint that had been used to insulate the walls.

 Where Waxham's journal offered a coherent narrative, these quotations are merely

 arbitrary, isolated and broken pieces of text that challenge the reader to compose their

 own creative interpretation, as if to concur with Eliot's narrator in The Waste Land

 that "these fragments I have shored against my ruins" (79). The dramatization of the

 act of reading and interpretation here gives this scene a "meta" dimension that

 encourages the reader to consider self-consciously their own reading practices and

 competence: how are we to interpret these quotations, this scene, this culture? It is an

 appropriate ending to McPhees book, passing to its readers the hermeneutic chal-

 lenges with which the work itself has been largely concerned. These strategies were

 characteristic of much literary fiction of the mid-nineteen-eighties, when Rising from

 the Plains was published. Bobbie Ann Mason's In Country , Richard Powers's Three

 Farmers on Their Way to a Dancey and Don DeLillo's White Noise all feature important

 scenes in which acts of interpretation are dramatized. Mason's protagonist reads her

 own name on the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, DC, but in ways that

 call into doubt her interpretative competence; Powers's novel is almost entirely

 devoted to the interpretation of the image from which its narrative is derived; and

 White Noise includes a scene very similar to that of Rising from the Plains in which the

 protagonists visit the most photographed barn in America and remark of the other

 visitors there, "'They are taking pictures of taking pictures'" (13). These are novels

 that internalize the practices of literary criticism and make hermeneutic challenges

 integral to the drama of their fictions. It is an acknowledgement of the contingency

 of reading practices that had a highpoint in the nineteen-eighties, and which had

 important antecedents in the fiction of the American West.

 The question of how we make claims for literary value in the absence of a secure

 foundation of authenticity is always one that is closely bound up in issues to do with
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 the social and political nature of aesthetics but, in the nineteen-eighties in particular,

 an awareness of the contingency of such judgements was often taken as evidence of

 value in itself. Linda Hutcheon, for example, argues in Narcissistic Narrative that "the

 most authentic and honest fiction might well be that which most freely acknowledges

 its fictionality" (49). In the late twentieth century, self-consciousness became some-

 thing of a virtue in itself; such fiction's authenticity, paradoxically, lay in its readiness

 to advertise itself as fiction and to make a narrative virtue of its anxious provisional-

 ly. The "literary" value of Rising from the Plains , then, lies partly in its declarations of

 self-consciousness. Paradoxically, its authenticity is guaranteed by its confessions of

 contrivance; such confessions of contingency were integral to a literary aesthetic of

 the late twentieth century. In declaring the limitations of narrative, that narrative is

 made, somehow, more ethically sound, and thereby more "literary." The great reading

 scene at the end of McPhee's book advertises its engagement with authenticity as

 rhetorical style and thereby makes a claim to authenticity while simultaneously laying

 bare the devices by which authenticity is constituted.

 This moment might have passed, yet it is an interesting coincidence that Comer's

 recent review essay "Exceptionalism, Other Wests, Critical Regionalism" made a simi-

 lar call for self-consciousness: "Self-reflexivity needs to play a critical role in negotiat-

 ing insider and outsider discourses" (170). Here again is the explicit association of a

 self-conscious awareness of the contingency of interpretative narratives and a concept

 of value. The literary self-reflexivity of the "meta" emerges in articulations of the con-

 temporary challenges facing regional studies founded on a sense of place in a global

 culture that makes the ethics of place seem precarious or redundant. Thus McPhee's

 historical moment in 1986 chimes with our contemporary concerns about how best to

 acknowledge the recent challenges to regionalism. McPhee reminds us that a full and

 open confession of contingency is integral to value in the current climate; without such

 self-awareness, criticism is blind to the larger conceptual terrain of the immediate

 topography. Being self-reflexive about one's position in relation to the mutability of

 Western "places" might at least help redeem our criticism from such lapses.
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